APPENDIX V
BRANCH SHOPS
an analysis of the number of branch shops in the Survey Area was made in
order to see whether the new centres of population were served by branches
of retail shops already established in the centre of the town or whether they were
supplied by new enterprises.
Shops owned by firms operating also in pkces outside the Area were counted
as main shops, not as branches, unless there was more than one such shop in
the Area, when one was counted as the main shop and the rest as its branches.
The number of branches is small compared with the number of main shops.
In 1935 there were 2,685 °^ S^°PS ^ 203 branches. The increase in the
number of branches since 1921 was 16 per cent., only slightly more than the
percentage, 14, by which main shops increased.
When the component parts of the Area were considered separately Oxford
was found to have much the krgest proportion of branches to main shops. The
number of shops in the villages with branches was negligible: there were in
1935 only 9 branches as against 549 main shops. Large-scale enterprise in village
shops was, therefore, non-existent. Fourteen of these village main shops were
branches of urban shops.1 This was only 6 more than there were in 1921, so
that it seems as if town shops rely upon their delivery services for serving their
rural customers rather than upon opening branches.
Oxford, in 1935, had 170 branch shops and 1,873 ^i*1 shops. This was an
increase of 15 per cent, in the number of branches since 1921 and 12 per cent,
in the number of main shops. The biggest increases in the number of branches
were in the Cowley and Iffley and Headington wards, but even there the number
of branch shops in 1935 was inconsiderable compared with the number of main
shops. Moreover, the proportion of branch shops to main shops was slightly
higher in the old wards than in the new. Evidently new enterprise has been
almost entirely responsible for the establishment of shops in the newly populated
areas.
1 There were, in the whole Area, 17 shops which were branches of shops in other
divisions of the Area. In the figures for the whole Area they are counted as branch
shops, in those for each division as main shops.

